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(ABSTRACT)

Q!) We have measured the spectral momentum density p(E,ä) of graphite by (e,2e)
Q}

spectroscopy for momentum parallel and perpendicular to the crystal c-axis. In the

independent electron approximation, p(E, E) = I U;(Ö)I‘ >< ö(ä — I? — Ö) ö(E — E(R-)) where

the one electron wave function ls ‘I';(F) = e';°7é‘_UR·(Ö) eg'? and Ö is a reclprocal Iattice

vector. The measurements covered a range of momentum parallel to the c-axls equal to

OS löl S 1.84Ä“‘ and a range of momentum perpendicular to the c-axis equal to
I

0S löl S2.35Ä“‘. The energy range spanned the valence band of graphite from 4.4 eV

above the Fermi energy to 27.6 eV below the Fermi energy. The momentum resolution was

0.47 A" and 0.73 A" (FWHM) for momentum parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis re-

spectively. The energy resolution was 8.6 eV. The maximum coincidence rate was ~

0.02 counts/second. The band structure E(l?) and spectral density IUR—(Ö)I2 have been cal-

culated from lirst-principles using a self-consistent, density functional theory. The agree-

ment within experimental uncertainties between measurement and theory ls excellent.

We also have measured the spectral momentum density, p(E, Ei) , of ion sputtered

amorphous carbon. Previous studies of this material have demonstrated that it is quite hard

and nearly transparent while evaporated amorphous carbon is soft and dark. The local

carbon - carbon bonding of ion sputtered a-C is thought to be a mixture of graphitic (sp2) and

diamond (sp°) bonds. In the literature are claims that the concentration of sp° bonds can

be as high as 75 % depending on the tilm making power. We tind that in samples which

optical measurements suggest have a high concentration of diamond bonding, our (e,2e)



measurements show nearly zero diamond bonding. The large difference between the

properties of evaporated and ion sputtered carbon may be due to subtie differences between

the electronic structure of the 1T electrons in the two materials. We propose a new

hybridization model of 7l - 6 bond mixing for amorphous carbon which explains our data suc-

cessfully.
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I. Introduction

This dissertation presents the investigation of electronic structure of graphite and ion

sputtered amorphous carbon by (e,2e) electron spectrometer. Our spectrometer has been

described very detailed in refs.[1,2]. A block diagram of the Spectrometer is shown in Fig.

1.
A

This is a new technique in condensed matter physics. Direct comparison between_the

theoretical spectral momentum density, p(E, 5), and the experimental coincidence count rate,

R(E, Ei), can be made as a function of binding energy E and momentum E . The spectral

density, p(E,ä), is the probability per unit energy and unit volume in momentum space of

finding an electron with energy E and momentum E in a system. In the independent electron

approximation, p(E, Zi) is the square of the one electron wave function in the momentum rep-

resentation for states in the energy interval E —> E + dE.

The density of electronic states is given by

¤(l='> = Zoll?. Ü) = l% _|·dÜp(E„ Ü)
6 · (21:)

where V is volume of the system. In a translationally periodic system, p(E, E) is nonzero

only along the line E=E„(ä), where
q”=hR·

+ hé-,„ and n is a band index(Ö,„ is a reciprocal
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Iattice vector and I? ls a wavevector in the first Brillouin Zone). lt is the weight at a particular

E andlä which retlects the component of the Block wave function of energy E having real

momentum 5.

ln a disordered system, such as amorphous carbon, the wavevector is no longer a good

quantum number and the spectral density, p(E, 5), spreads over regions of the (E, E) space.

At a particular energy there can be contributions from a finite range of momenta. The function

p(E, Ei) thus contains information about the momentum distributions, taking the place in dis-

ordered systems of the detailed Block wave function for the perfect Iattice.

The spectral momentum density provides very detailed information about the

electronic structure of solids. lt can be calculated by Green’s function methods[17] and can

be measured only by (e,2e) spectroscopy. The band structure of crystalline solids can

be measured by angle resoveled photo·electron spectroscopy(ARPES), but at this time infor-

mation regarding the one electron wave functions can not be obtained from the intensity

of the photo-emission peaks. The density of states can be measured by angle integrated

photoemission. The integral of p(E, E) over energy, the momentum density, can be obtained

from Compton scattering and positron annihilation. The price one pays to measure the full

spectral momentum density by (e,2e) spectroscopy is low count rate. The technique is

a coincidence measurement, explained in more detail in the next chapter, and our maxi-

mum coincidence rate was approximately one event per minute. The experiment for graphite

required four months of data taking. ln order to obtain this rate, the energy resolution was

AE = 8.6eV (FWHM) and the momentum resolution was estimated to be 0.47A·‘and 0.73A·‘

(FWHM) for momentum parallel and perpendicular to the crystal c-axis, respectively.

The coincidence rate is proportional to AEAq‘. Possible ways to increase the data rate

are being explored, but it is clear that in general most information regarding the electronic

structure of crystalline solids can be obtained more expeditiously and with higher resolution

by other techniques. Where (e,2e) spectroscopy provides fundamental insights is in the

investigation of disordered solids. For example, in an initial experiment on amorphous

carbon [16], two well deüned bands were observed which did not broaden (within the

I. Introduction 2



experimental resolution) even well out beyond the momentum of the crystalline Brillouin

zone boundary. This counter intuitive result is being investigated theoretically [17,18].

The ürst (e,2e) measurements on solids were made over 15 years ago[19,20]. The en-

ergy resolution was not sufücient to resolve features in the valence band of the sample. In

contrast, studies of gaseous atomic and molecular system have been very successful[29-31].

For example, excellent agreement between the (e,2e) cross-section and exact quantum cal-

culations of hydrogen momentum wave functions has been found by Lohmann and

Weigold[21]. The most complete (e,2e) study in solids to date was performed by Ritter et.

al.[16] using evaporated amorphous carbon film ( ~100A). However, the validity of deriving

(e,2e) cross-section in condensed matter remains unknown. It needs to be verilied by a well

characterized system, such as crystalline material. Using graphite as such system has three -

advantages. First, there is a mature theory of the electronic structure of graphite which

agrees very well with existing experimental data. Secondly, it enables a comparison be-

tween results of the crystal form of carbon and the existing results of the amorphous form of
‘

carb0n[16], which may lead to some signiücant conclusions regarding. amorphous materials.

And finally, it is easy to thin a layered material to a thickness of ~ 100Ä while retaining crys-

talline order.

We measured the spectral momentum density p(E, Ei) of graphite by (e,2e)

spectroscopy for one direction of momentum in the basal plane (OS löl S 2.35Ä") and for

momentum parallel to the c-axis (OS löl S 1.84A"). This is the ürst study of a crystal by

this experimental technique. In the single particle approximation the spectral density is

equal to I<I>;-(ö =l? + G;)I' when E=E,,(k_) . The spectral density of graphite has been

calculated from first-principles using self-consistent, density—functional theory in the

local-density approximation with a mixed-basis pseudopotential technique. Excellent

agreement is found within the experimental uncertainties between theory and the meas-

urements reported here. The same theoretical approach has been used to calculate the band

structure and charge density of graphite [3]. The band structure has been measured by

several groups using angle resolved photo-electron spectroscopy (ARPES) for electron

I. Introduction 3



momentum in the basal plane of the crystal[4-13]. The difference between theory and these

measurements is less than or of order1 eV. There is also good agreement between the

calculated and measured charge density[3]. The density functional technique has been used

to calculate the ground state properties of many solids and the agreement with measure-

ments is olten within a few percent. Thus, from our perspective, a mature theory of graphite

exists and has been confirmed well by several independent experiments. We view the cal-

culated spectral density as a benchmark for evaluating this new experimental technique,

(e,2e) spectroscopy. The agreement between our measurements and theory is strong evi-

dence that the analysis [14,15] relating the (e,2e) coincidence rate to the spectral momentum

density is correct.

We also measured the spectral momentum density, p(E, E), of two forms of ion sput-

tered amorphous carbon films for momentum 0.5 läl 5 3.75Ä" . One was made at low

RF power (200 W), referred to as the low power sample. The other was made at high RF

power (1000 W), referred to as the high power sample. The first conditions generally produce

hard films with high resistivity while the second conditions produce sotter films with low

resistivity[22,23]. Our (e,2e) results are very similar to the spectral density of graphite· except

at small q around 8 eV. The spectral momentum densities in this region of phase space are

significantly larger than those of graphite. Previous studies of these materials have dem-

onstrated that they are quite hard and nearly transparent while evaporated a-C is soft and

dark. The local carbon - carbon bonding of ion sputtered a-C is thought to be a mixture of

graphitic ( spz ) and diamond ( sp° ) bonds; and according to indirect experimental measure-

ments, the concentration of sp° bonds can be as high as 75 % depending on the film making

power. We ünd that the bonding is almost entirely graphitic in our samples, which is con-

trary to the optical result of Savvides [22,23] and the EELS result of Fink et al.[70,71]. The

study by Fink et al. was done on hydrogenated amorphous carbon and may not be directly

applicable to our results. The large difference between the properties of evaporated and

ion sputtered carbon may be due to subtle differences between the electronic structures
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of the 1l electrons in the two materials. Based on the stralned layer model of Egrun[80,85]

and on the suggestion of Haydock[18], we compare the observed spectral momentum density

with an angular average of the graphite bands and propose a new hybridization model of 1:

mixing with 6 bonds for amorphous carbon which explains our data successfully.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. The second chapter deals with the

U
theory of (e,2e) scattering from solids, describes the details of calculating the spectral

momentum densities of graphite and diamond, and discusses various models for the elec-

tronic structure of amorphous carbon. Details of sample preparatlon and the experimental

results are given in the third chapter. The experimental data are analyzed and the results

summarized in the fourth chapter. The effects of multiple scattering and multiple dimen-

sional integrals are presented in appendix a and appendix b, respectively.

l. lntroductlon — 5
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ll. Background

1. Theory of (e,2e) scattering

l
ln (6,26) analysis there are three dominant electron scattering processes which can be

identified as elastic, inelastic, and (e,2e) scattering. Elastic scattering is mainly coherent

Bragg scattering at small angles and becomes incoherent Rutherford scattering from target

nuclei at large angles. In small-angle inelastic scattering, a small momentum coupled with

an energy loss is transferred to the target. Detailed calculation of the total small-angle ine-

lastic scattering is given in refs.[24·26,103]. Plasma excitation and interband transitions have

the largest cross section in forward scattering. The large-angle inelastic scattering process

involves the incident electron knocking off a target electron. In the plane·wave impulse ap-

proximations the scattering probability is given by the Mott cross-section. An (e,2e) scat-

tering event can be defined as a large-angle inelastic scattering event in which the kinematics

of incident, scattered, and recoiling electrons are fully determined by conservation of energy

and momentum (see Fig. 2).

In a typical (e,2e) experiment on a thin film, the target thickness is much less than the

mean free path of large-angle scattering and is comparable to the mean free path of small-

ll. Background 7



angle scattering. Therefore, in an (6,28) experiment it is only small·angle collisions which

contribute signiücantly to the multiple scattering background. An electron which scatters by

a large angle may have one or more small-angle collisions before or after the large angle

vertex. Similarly, the recoiling electron may suffer one or more collisions before leaving the

film. A general procedure for correcting multiple scattering has been given by Jones and

Ritter[101].

The kinematics for (e,2e) scattering are shown in Fig. 2(a). The energy of the incident

electron ls 25 KeV. The angles of the scattered and recoiling electrons are 6, = 62:45° so

that the energies of the outgoing electrons are ~12.5 KeV. The precollision binding

energy and momentum of the ejected electron is determined by conservation of energy and

momentum. Electrons in the target with momentum perpendicular to the incident beam di-

rection can be observed by varying the angle 6. Electrons with momentum parallel to the in-

cident beam can be detected by varying 0, and 02 symmetrically about 45°. The cross section

for (6,26) scattering from a target electron with binding energy 6 and real momentum E is [15]

da '"lpillpzl [dc] —— -· — -· 2p - p
66,6626:},602

hßlßl
an MIF(q Pi + 2 °)I

0

x 6(E1 + E2 —-EO — 6) [II.1]

with

2
x 4 cos 0 [ sin'46 — ( sin 6 cos G)"2 + cos'49] [ll.2]dQ M 4Eo

where [da/dQ]„ is the Mott electron-electron cross section which is a function of the scat-

tering angle 9 between Ä, and IS, in the Lab frame. The function |F(ä)|2 is the momentum

density of the one electron target orbital ‘I'_(F)

ll. Background 8



F(q‘)=(1/21r)3/2] e"°
°’

¤x¤a(F)d? [/1.2]

where in a crystal, the one electron orbital can be written as a Bloch wave function

e"‘ °’ [11.4]
E

so that

l»=<ö°>l’=Z|u;„„<G>|26<ä-k —G> um
E

Thus, the spectral momentum density is a map of the band structure in the repeated

zone representatlon with the intensity equal to the square of the fourier expansion coefti-

cient. ln deriving the cross section, two approximations were made that require exper-

lmental verilication. The first approximation is that the incident, scattered and recoiling

electron can be represented by plane waves. There have been several studies of atomic

and molecular systems [29-31]which indicate that the plane-wave approximation is good

when the incident electron energy is greater than ~ 2 KeV. The energy of the incident

electron is an order of magnitude larger than this lower limit in our case so that the plane

wave approximation should be quite accurate. The second assumption, the impulse approxi-

mation, is that at large scattering angles and for incident energies much larger than the

binding energy of the recoiling electron, the spectator electrons are frozen while the col-

Iision takes place. ln other words, the single particle states of all electrons except the in-

cident and recoiling electrons do not change during the collislon. This typically is not a good

approximation in strongly correlated systems such as atoms, molecules, and narrow d and

f bands of solids. In these cases "satellite" peaks to the single particle spectrum are ob-

Il. Background 9



served which arise from the excitation of spectator electrons during the collision process.

These shake—up processes rarely occur in weakly correlated S and P valence bands of

solids. Consistent with this general observation, we do not observe any structure in our

(e,2e) data which could be associated with multi—electron excitations. The good agreement

between our measurements and the spectral momentum density predicted on the basis

of the single-particle approximation is strong evidence that the approximations in the

derivation of the (e,2e) cross section are valid. .

Finally, in our scattering geometry the proportionality constant between the

spectral momentum density and the (e,2e) coincidence rate is nearly independent of the

target electron momentum E which is being observed. The proportionality constant does

depend on q because of the angular dependence of the Mott cross section, but the de-

pendence is very weak. The Mott cross section changes by less than 6% as we sweep from

q = -3 A·' to
.3

Ä"'. Thus, to an excellent approximation the measured coincidence rate

is a direct map of the spectral momentum density. lt is difficult to make an absolute-

determination 'of the proportionality constant between coincidence rate and spectral

momentum density, but it is the relative variation of |F|' with energy and momentum which

is of primary interest and this quantity can be measured accurately.
‘

2. Theory of graphite and diamond

Carbon in its crystalline form can exist either in three-fold coordination as graphite, a

semimetal, or in four-fold coordination as diamond, a wide bandgap semiconductor. Group

IV elements with four valence electrons are expected to form four bonds. As 6 bonds are

more stable than 1: bond, one might think the diamond Iattice with its four 6 bonds per site to

be the most stable. Recently, realistic total-energy calculations for group IV elements in a

variety of crystalline Iattice have been carried out by Yin and Cohen[27], Si and Ge are found

ll. Background 10



to be more stable in the diamond Iattice and less stable in the three~fold coordinated graphite .

structure or the six-fold simple cubic Iattice. Carbon is atypical in that it is slightly more stable

_ in the graphite Iattice, and increasingly unstable in a lattice of high coordination. The fun-

damental reason for this behavior is that only the ürst row elements are missing P —like core

electrons[28]. This causes their valence P orbital to be more compact and more tightly

bound, compared to the S states. This effect strengthens carbon’s sp! bonds compared to

its sp° bonds, and favors the graphite structure.

Graphite as a prototype of the layered structure has attracted considerable attention

both theoretically and experimentally during the last decades. It has not only potentlally im-

portant technological applications but also provides a realistic situation for the fundamental

study of two dimensional phenomena. lt has a crystal structure built up of flat Iayers in which

the trivalent carbon atoms occupy the lattice sites of a two dimensional honeycomb network.

The Iayers are stacked in a hexagonal crystal structure corresponding to the space group

P6,/mmc ( D,,, ). Half the carbon atoms are located directly above each other in the adjacent °

planes and half are located above the centers of the hexagonal cells in the adjacent planes. ·

The unit cell has four atoms: two from each contributing Iayers, and each atom contributes

four electrons to form valence bands in graphite. ln single crystals of graphite, the shortest

interatomic distance is 1.42Ä in the planes, while the distance between the consecutive planes

is 3.354A . Bonding within the Iayers is strong and is described by sp! hybridized 2s, 2p,,

and 2p, atomic orbitals. The bonding between Iayers is weak, originating from the overlap

between 2p, orbitals. The resulting band structure consists of manifold six 6 bands and two

1E bands forming the tilled valence band, above which lies the conduction band consisting of

the corresponding anti·bonding .6 and 7f bands.

The band structure of graphite has been calculated by several groups [3,32-39].

Holzwarth, et al. used a first-principles, self-consistent technique which has been very

successful in describing many ground state properties of crystalline solids. The technique

is based on density·functional theory in the local- density approximation (Hedin-Lundques

approximation) using the mixed-basis pseudopotential approach. In addition to the band

Il. Background 11



dispersion relations, the expansion coefiicients for the band wave functions come out di-

rectly from these calculations. ln Figs. 2(b) and (c) are shown the Brillouin zone of graphite

and the band structure for particular symmetry directions. The six 6valence bands, based

on sp' orbitals in the basal plane, are shown as solid lines, while the two 7T valence bands

from the P, atomic orbitals are represented by dashed lines. Due to the weak interlayer

interaction, the electronic structure is nearly two dimensional collapsing the number of

valence bands to three 6 bands and one 1I band. The spectral densities of graphite bands

are shown as solid lines in Fig. 4. The spectral densities of the 6 and 1E bands are shown

in Fig. 4(a) for momentum in the basal plane (l“—»M). The wave functions for the lowest

6 bands are S-like, that is the momentum density is maximum at q = 0 and decreases

monotonically as q increases. The wave functions for the upper two 6 bands are P-like.

The momentum density of the 6, band is zero at q = 0, rises abruptly near the Brillouin zone

boundary to a peak in the second zone, and then falls off exponentially as q—» oe. The mo-

mentum density of the 6, band peaks in the third zone. The spectral densities in the

I“—>K direction are shown in Fig. 4(b). They are qualitatively similar
to!

the momentum

densities in the F-•M direction. The momentum density of the 1:-band is zero forä in the

I“—K —M plane because the 1I -orbital has a node there. ln Fig. 4(c) are the spectral mo-

mentum densities for E along the c-axis in the I" — A direction. The bands are quite flat in this

direction dispersin less than or of order 1 eV. The momentum density ofthe lowest 6 band

again falls off monotonically from q = 0. The momentum densities of the upper 6 bands are

zero for Ei along the c-axis for symmetry reasons. The momentum density of the TI —band

displays P-wave character; it is zero at the origin and peaks in the third zone at q:1.5Ä·‘.

From these calculations one can see that graphite is an interesting blend of nearly free-

electron behavior for E in the crystal plane and atomic character for momentum perpendic-

ular to the crystal plane.

Diamond has a fcc crystal structure and there are two atoms per unit cell. The atoms

are in tedrahedral bonding with a nearest neighbor distance of 1.54 A. Using the same

technique as for graphite,

II. Background 12



Holzwarth[42] has calculated the band structure and the spectral momentum densities for

diamond. ln Figs. 3(a) and (b) are shown the Brillouin zone of diamond and the band structure

for particular symmetry directions. The valence electrons form four 6 bands, based on

sp° orbitals. The spectral densities of diamond bands are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 4.

The spectral densities of bands are shown in Fig. 4(a) for the I" —» L direction. The wave

functions for the lowest 6 bands are S-like, that ls the momentum density is maximum at q

= 0 and decreases monotonically as q increases. The wave functions for the upper three 6

bands are P·like. The momentum density of the 6, band is zero at q = O, rises abruptly near

the Brillouin zone boundary to a peak in the second zone, and then falls off exponentially

as q—>o6. The momentum density of the 6, band peaks in the third zone and the 6, band

peaks in the fourth zone. The spectral densities in the I" —> K and F —» X direction are shown

in Figs. 4(b) and (c), respectively . They are qualitatively similar to the momentum densities

in the F —» L direction. From Fig. 4 the spectral momentum densities of6 bands in graphite

. and diamond are very similar to each other within our resolution. ln diamond there is nothing

in the region of the vr band in graphite for q S 1.5Ä'°. From our experimental point of view
A

this is the major difference between graphite and diamond that we can observe in our meas-

urements. The difference between the valence band width of graphite and diamond is on the

borderline of our statistical accuracy.

3. Models of amorphous carbon

Carbon exists not only in the crystalline form but also in the amorphous state and may

possess intermediate properties between graphite and diamond. The properties of a-C

depend on the preparation methods. Different kinds of a-C have been classitied as glass

carbon, evaporated a-C, ion sputtered carbon, and hydrogenated a-C. Glass carbon can be ·

formed by heating certain organic poIymers[43]. Evaporated a-C can be obtained by using
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evaporation and arc discharge[44] and by using high ion energy ( ~ 3000 eV) sputtering from

a carbon cathode[45]. Those two kinds of a-C are polymer-like(i.e., electrically insulating,

soft, and optically trasparent) or graphitic (i.e., electrically conductive, soft, and optically

opaque). Two other types of carbon ülm which were produced by using low ion energy

sputtering or by cracking hydrocarbon gases with a negative bias in dc or rf plasma

modes[46-49] are described as ion sputtered a-C and hydrogenated a-C, respectively. ·Those

two kinds of a-C are diamondlike (i.e. electrically insulating, hard, and optically transparent). _

Table 1 shows some physical properties of different forms of carbon. The two carbon films

we studied were made by a low energy ion beam technique and fall in the diamondlike carbon

category because their properties are closer to those of diamond than those of graphite.

The first reports on the formation of dense, inert and glassy carbon films date back

more than three decades[50]. Schmellenmerier[51,52] was the ürst person to apply deposi-

_

tion from a d.c. plasma sustained in C„H, to prepare carbon ülms in which he conjectured the

presence of diamond-like constituents. The topic has received steadily increasing attention _
~

since Aisenberg and Chabot[46,47] in the early seventies published their findings on the for-

mation of diamond-like carbon films by the condensation of energetic carbon ions onto various

substrates. Within the last decade many investigations have confirmed that very hard and

electrically insulating carbon layers are obtained when ionized hydrocarbon species[53-58]

or carbon ions of sufücient energy are deposited[59-B2]. Moreover, Weissmantel et al.

demonstrated that ion beam sputter deposition of carbon under simultaneous bombardment

by energetic inert gas ions ( Ar*, Kr+ ) yields films of a similar type[63] . Recently, it has

been reported that polycrystalline films of true diamond structure have been prepared by

vapor—deposition[65].

The diamondlike properties of a-C raise a very interesting question about the bonding

of carbon atoms because the atoms in graphite are all in sp2 bonding and the atoms in dia·

mond are all in sp° bonding. Robertson[64] has discussed the possible bonding of a carbon

atom. ln principle, a carbon atom can have three bonding conügurations, sp‘,sp* and spl.

At a carbon
sp‘

site, two of the four valence electrons form 6 bands along ip,, and the other
A
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two electrons are left in orthogonal py and px orbitals to form 1: bands. At sp! sites three

° electrons are assigned to the trigonally directed sp! hybrids which form 6 bands; the fourth

electron lies in a px orbital lying normal to the 6 bonding plane. The px orbital forms weaker

1: bonds with adjacent px orbitals. ln the sp! site, all of the four electrons are assigned to

tetrahedrally directed sp! hybrid orbitals which then form strong 6 bonds with adjacent atoms.

lt is generally believed that atoms in evaporated a-C are mainly in sp! bonding since the

properties of this kind of a-C are very slmilarto those of graphite. Zelez and Savvides[66,22]

demonstrate that ion-assisted deposition greatly changes the properties of a-C close to those

of diamond. This leads them to hypothesize that the fraction of sp! sites in a-C increase

under ion-assisted deposition. They suggest the following mechanism for producing the sp!

bonds. ln evaporation the incident particles only have thermal energies. However, in

plasma deposition the major species in the plasma are believed to be radicals[67,68]. A

physical deposition regime now exists with radicals arriving directly from the bulk plasma at

the substrate. The bias voltage also gives the positive ions incident on the substrate with a

higher kinetic energy. According to the model of WeissmanteI[63], the incident particles cause

an intense local thermal and pressure spike. Noting that diamond is stable in the high

temperature high pressure zone of carbon’s phase diagram, Weissmantel asserts that the

spike favors the formation of sp! sites. This results in a higher fraction ofsp! sites which make

film ’diamondlike’.

A great number of analytical techniques have been employed recently to characterize

film microstructure including a) Raman , ESR, and EELS measurements[62,69—74], b) trans-

mission electron diffraction and x-ray photoemmision spectroscopy [75,76], and c) optical

specotrscopy[62,73,77,78]. What has emerged from these studies is that different film depo-

sition techniques and system configurations lead to highly variable film properties. lt is be-

lieved that various forms of amorphous carbon have similar short range structure(either

tetrahedral or graphitic bonds) with differences which depend on the starting material, on the

method of preparation and on the heat treatment temperature[43,78,79]. There thus remains
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some uncertainty concerning bonding and the origin of diamond-like properties in a-C films.

This uncertainty suggests that research on solid carbon is far from being terminated.

Based on X-ray, electron and neutron diffraction[80-85], several models have been

proposed for the microstructure of a-C. ln the strained layer model of Egrun[80,85], the glassy

carbon consists of strained graphite layers stacked in a disordered manner. There is no sp?

in this model. Using this model, Egrun reproduced the experimental diffraction intensity F(k)

of his glassy carbon sample. Stenhouse and Grout[86] tried to develop a theory which would

handle a greater degree of disorder. They postulated that a-C could be modelled by consid-

erlng it as a microcrystalline ofgraphite inter-linked by an sp? banded random network. They

calculated the radial distribution function(r.d.f.) as a function of microcrystallite size and the

proportion of sp? sites. Then, diffraction intensities can be obtained from the r.d.f..

Stenhouse and Grout compared calculated intensities with those measured by Kakinoki et

al.[82] and Franklin[87]. They concluded that the Kakinoki sample contained about 75% sp?

sites·and had 12 Ä graphitic domains, while the Franklin sample had about 50 % sp? and

20A domains. However, Mildner and Carpenter[84] and Summerüld et al. [88] found an error

in the analysis of Stenhouse and Grout which caused them to over estimate the importance

of sp? regions in the case of small crystallines. Beeman et al.[89] considered even more

disordered structures. They constructed four model random networks containing different

proportions of sp? and sp? sites. The model which contains only sp? is just the Polk [90] model

rescaled from Ge to carbon. After an extensive comparison with r.d.f., Robertson[64] con-

cluded that the random network models of Beeman et al. are valuable in pointing out the types

of disorder present in evaporated a-C, but they probably possess lnsuflicient correlations be-

tween their sp? sites.

The existence of a distinct graphitic phase interspersed in a diamondlike medium and

vice versa also has been proposed[79,82,86,89,91] for ion sputtered a-C, but convincing ex-

perimental proof is lacking. The boundary between two regions would consist of defective

bonds. Its bonding microstructure has been of intense interest and speculation for more
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than a decade [79,82,86]. Recently, based on EELS and optical data, Fink et. aI[70,71] and
”

Sawides[22,23] estimated the proportion of sp° bonding in a-C by using sum rules.

The existence of bands structure in amorphous solids has been discussed by

Ziman[92,93], Beeby et aI.[17] and Haydock[18]. Ziman argues that the coherence length for

the phase of one electron wave function is ünite. This corresponds to a broadening in mo-

mentum space of the crystalline delta function wavepacket. lt is understandable, because

the wavenumber is no longer a good quantum number in disordered system. Moreover, it is

argued that at small q, that is for wavelength much longer than the dimension of potential

fluctuations, electrons in amorphous materials propagate in an effective medium which is not

signilicantly different from the crystal Iattice. This implies that the spectral momentum den-

sities of a-C near q = 0 should be those of graphite or diamond. Our results show that this

is not the case because the spectral momentum densities of both graphite and diamond are

much smaller than those of a-C near q = 0 and around Ea = 8eV. lt also implies that graphite

and diamond should have the same band structure at q=0 which is obviously not right.

Ziman also argues that when q gets larger, that is the wavelength getting shorter, electrons

suffer more scattering by disorders in propagation. Therefore, the coherence length is getting

shorter. This means that the wavepacket of electrons is getting broader in momentum

space. When the coherent length approaches the correlation length of potential fluctuations,

the bands in an amorphous material will coalesce. ln the disordered system, the spectral

momentum density should be p(E, I?) instead of p(l?)ö[E - E(l?)] for a perfect Iattice. That is,

p(E,l?) for the crystalline phase is nonzero only along the dispersion curve EU?) . In the

disordered system, p(E, I?) spreads over regions of (E, I?) space. At a particular energy there

can be contributions from a finite range of momenta. Beeby et aI.[17] have calculated this

distribution function by Greens function methods for the tetrahedrally bonded amorphous.

Their results show that there is indeed a well defined band corresponding to the lowest energy

crystal valence band which generally has S-wave symmetry. The less spherical P-like bands

at the top of the valence band are more diffuse. Recently, Haydock[18] proposed a theory

for amorphous systems and applied it to a particular model. His model is a 2-D graphite
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structure in which two hexagonal rings have been replaced by a 5-fold and a 7—fold rings.

The translational symmetry is broken, but Haydock finds another operator, S , which com-

mutes with the Hamiltonian and is analogous to the translation operator. The operator S can

be written as S = gt, ; here each t, maps orbitals from one site to another. But, here the sum

may include several mappings from and to each site, and even several different mappings

between the same pair of sites. He assumes that each atom has a similar local environment

throughout the structure, and concludes that the eigenfuctions of S and H in the momentum

representation consist of concentric fuzzy spheres of finite thickness, possibly overlapping.

He deünes the magnitude at the first maximum as ’network momemtum’ which is analogous

to the definition of the crystal momentum as the momentum of the site nearest zero in recip-

rocal Iattice of momenta contributing to a Bloch state. The dispersion relation between en-

ergy and "network momentum " is very similar to an angular average of the graphite band

_ structure and agrees very well with the (e,2e) experiment on evaporated a-C[16].

‘
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Table 1. Properties ol dlfferent forms of carbon. Room·temperature conduct1vlty(a„), optlcal

gap, denslfy, and hardness of forms of diamond, graphlte, glass carbon, evaporated a·C, Ion-

beam a•C, and hydrogenated

E; D¢¤S1‘¢Y Hardness_ lf! 'cm"1 1cV1
1gcm°’1

(ggmmDiamond10'
" 5·$ 3-515 10*

Graphite 2-5 >< 111‘ l.Lc1 -0-04 2-267
Glassy carbon 10*-10’ IO'}

1-3-1-55 800-1200
Evaporatcd a—C — 10

’
0-4-0-7 -20 20-50

lon·bcam a-C ~ IO" O-4-3-0 l·8—2·7
a-C: H |0'°-|0’

" 1-5-4* 1·4•l·8 1250-6000
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III. Experiment

1. Experimental considerations

Our (e,2e) spectrometer has a symmetric coplanar scattering geometry. The details

have been described in refs.[1,2]. The incident electron energy was 25 KeV in these

measurements. Eor the amorphouse carbon experiment, the energy resolution was 8.6 eV

FWHM and the momentum resolution was estimated to be 0.73Ä*l . The measurements

covered a range of momentum perpendicular to the incoming beam equal to

Os löl s 3.75A** The energy range was from 5.0 eV above the Fermi energy to 33.0 eV

below the Fermi energy. For the graphite experiment, the energy resolution was 8.6 eV

FWHM and the momentum resolution was estimated to be 0.47Ä·‘ and O.73Ä·‘ for momentum

parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, respectively. The c-axis was perpendicular to the

incoming beam. The measurements covered a range of momentum parallel to the c-axis

equal to Os löl s 1.84A·‘ and a range of momentum perpendicular to the c-axis equal to

Os löl s 2.35}:* . The energy range spanned the valence band of graphite from 4.4

eV above the Fermi energy to 27.6eV below the Fermi energy. The band structure E(l?)[3] .and

spectral density lUR·(Ö)l' have been calculated from first-principles using a self-consistent,
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density functional theory. The comparison between our measurements and the theoretical

calculation of the spectral density provides evidence to verify the assumptions and ap- _

proximations in the derivation of the (e,2e) cross section and also demonstrates whether

(e,2e) spectroscopy gives sensible results when applied to a system which is well char-

‘
acterized. This is a crucial question to determine whether the (e,2e) technique can or can

not be extended to other materials, such as amorphous solids, where the electronic

structure is less well understood.

The coincidence experiment of (e,2e) is time consuming. lt requires weeks even

months of data taking. We took data over a four month period for the graphite measure-

ments, for example. There are several sources of systematic errors which can arise over

such a long collection time. We have considered 1) the incident electron current will vary,

2) the electron optics will vary affecting the incident current and the transmission of scattered

electrons from the target to the detector, 3) high frequency noise on the power or ground lines

will produce bursts of false coincidence events, 4) the sample will change with time. The

" variation in beam current and tune conditions is mitigated by sweeping through a set of

energy-momentum values in a period which is shorter than the drift time of the system. The

energy-momentum set is swept repetltively in random order under computer control. After

approximately nine hours a computer file is created which stores the coincidence data, and

other information, for that period of time. Then all counters are cleared and the process

starts again. lf there is evidence of false coincidence events in the file (the coincidence

count more than ten standard deviations from the average), due, for example, to high fre-

quency noise triggering the counter, then the file is rejected. Out of 174 files, we have re-

jected 6 in the graphite experiment. We monitor whether the sample is changing during the

experiment by comparing files taken at the beginning of the run with files taken at the end.

We saw no evidence of time dependence in the data. Finally, we took data in overlapping

regions of binding energy and momentum rather than attempting to measure the total

energy-momentum set in one block. This allowed us to monitor the experiment better and

meant that complete data for some energy-momentum values would still exist if the ex-
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periment aborled unexpectedly (the sample breaking, for example). The first set of data

was taken on a coarse grid of momentum points, but spanned all the energy values.

Then the other momentum columns were tilled in. To normalize the data properly, we

overlapped the later data sets with at least one momentum column from the first set. The

ratio of the coincldence counts in the overlapping momentum columns was used as the nor-

malizing factor.

The maximum coincidence rate we observed was :0.02 counts/second for total

momentum approximately zero and binding energy :20 eV. We find that multiple scattering

ls a major factor in determining the maximum rate. Coincidence events are removed from

a particular energy-momentum bin by small-angle scattering (typically creation of a

plasmon) either before or after the wide angle (e,2e) collision. The optimum ülm thick-

ness to maximize the coincidence rate is ,1/2.7 which can be derived by maximizing Cm with

respect to A/J. ( see appendix B ) where ,1 is the total mean free path of the incident

electron. ln the analysis of multiple scattering in our graphite data we found that the ratio

of thickness to mean free path was 0.5. The coincident count rate would have been roughly _

50% higher if the sample thickness of graphite had been optimum.

2. Sample preparation and characterization

The ion sputtered amorphous carbon films were from Aluminum Company of America.

One was made using low RF power (200 W), referred to as the low power sample. The other

was made at high RF power (1000 W), referred to as the high power sample. The first con-

ditions generally produce hard ülms with high resistivity while the second conditions produce

softer films with low resistivity. The thickness of the film is about 157 Ä for the high power

sample and about 144 Ä for the low power sample. The TEM measurements show that our
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samples have the diffused diffraction ring which prove the amorphous nature of our ion sput-

tered carbon samples.

The sample for the graphite experiment was natural graphite from the mines at

Ticonderoga, New York. lt is a hard task to prepare crystal samples for (e,2e) analysis since

the thickness of sample should be less than one electron mean free path at half incident en-

ergy ( typically ~150A ). Initial thinning of this layered material was by the "standard
E

Scotch·tape method'. Layered materials have a sheet-like structure. Therefore the Iayers

can be pulled apart with pieces of cellophane. Successive applications ofthis results in a thin

film ( ~1000A). We were not able to obtain usable samples less than 500A thick by this

procedure. In order to reduce the thickness to 10OÄ we took samples which were 1000 A

thick and thinned them further by reactive ion etching using a mixture of oxygen and argon

at the National Research and Resource Facility for Submicron Structures(NRRFSS). In prin-

ciple the carbon is chemically etched by oxygen to form an oxide loosely bound to the surface

and the argon physically knock off the oxide from the surface. There is evidence that

plasma etching does far Iessdamage to the surface Iayers of a crystal than ion milling (40].

We obtalned an area of film, slightly larger than the area of our electron beam spot

(~ 3mm), which we estimated was 150A thick based on the attenuation of a laser beam

passing through the sample. From an analysis of the multiple scattering contribution to our

elastic scattering data (described in appendix A) we found the thickness was 110Ä in rough

agreement with the estimate by laser beam attenuation. The technique for preparing the

film assured that the c·axis was perpendicular to the film surface. We attempted to measure

the orientation of the crystal axes in the plane of the film by LEED, but were not successful

due to the requirement of high temperature treatment for graphite surface. This is not too

signiticant because with our present resolution the predicted variation in the spectral density

for different momentum directions in the basal plane can not be resolved.

ln order to evaluate how much damage was done to the crystal by our thinning proce-

dure, the Raman spectra of the sample were measured before and after etching it. We also

checked the spectra after taking data for several weeks to see if the sample had been ad-
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versely affected by the electron beam. ln Fig. 5(a) is the spectra of pristine graphite which

exhibits a single Raman line at 1575
cm·‘

. Alter thinning sample with tape (Fig. 5(b)) and
I

etching the sample (Fig. 5(c)), the 1575 line is still present and has not broadened. A new line

at 1355
cm—‘

is present which has been observed by others in microcrystalline graphite and

arises from the breakdown of the k-selection rule as the crystallite size gets smaller [94-97].

lt has been observed that the relative intensity of the 1355 line with respect to the 1575 line

varies inversely with the planar dimension of the crystallite. The small peak at

~1622cm·‘ has been associated with weak disorder in the crystallite. ln Fig. 5(d) is the

Raman spectra of a sample after taking (e,2e) data for live weeks. There is no visible

change in the spectra. Finally, in Fig. 5(e) is the Raman spectra of amorphous carbon. lt

is clear that our sample has retained crystalline order through the process of thinning it.

3. Experimental results for graphite f

The coincidence rate as a function of binding energy (with respect to the Fermi

energy) for total momentum approximately equal to zero is shown in Fig. 6. The open

circles are the raw data. Statistical error bars for one binding energy are shown. The

coincidence rate goes to zero above the Fermi energy, but does not go to zero below the

bottom of the valence band (E, ~ 20 ev) because of multiple scattering. A general proce-

dure for deconvoluting the contributions of multiple scattering from the raw data has been

given by Jones and Ritter[101]. Specific application of this procedure to graphite, which

is complicated by the crystalline anisotropy, is discussed in appendices. The solid circles

in Fig. 6 are the deconvoluted (e,2e) scattering rate. A weak peak at ~ 8 eV and a more in-

tense peak at ~ 20 eV are clearly evident. The complete set of deconvoluted data is shown

in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). ln Fig. 7(a) data is shown for the momentum vector in the basal plane

and with the magnitude of the·momentum ranging from —0.35A·‘ to 2.35Ä·‘ in steps of
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0.3A·‘. The component of momentum parallel to the c·axis was nominally zero, but due to

a misalignment of the spectrometer, the parallel offset was —0.61A—'. ln Fig. 7(b) data

is shown for the momentum vector parallel to the c-axis from —0.61A·‘ to 1.84Ä·‘ in steps

0f0.27Ä·‘. Again,the perpendicular component of momentum was not zero, but was offset

by —0.35A·‘ because of misalignment. The solid-lines in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) are generated

by titting one or two gaussian peaks to the data with the center and amplitude of the

gaussians as free parameters. The width of the gaussian peaks was determined from

the data near zero momentum. The momentum dependence of the width is negligible.

In Table 2 and Table 3 are the resulting parameters for momentum parallel and perpendicular

to the c-axis, respectively. These results will be compared to theory in the next chapter.

4. Experimental results for ion sputtered a-C _

Our experimental results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The coincidence rate as a

function of binding energy (with respect to the Fermi energy) for total momentum ap-

proximately equal to zero is shown in Fig. 8 for the high power sample. The triangles are

the raw data. Statistical error bars for one binding energy are shown. The coincidence

rate goes to zero above the Fermi energy, but does not goto zero below the bottom of the

valence band (E,~ 20 ev) because of multiple scattering. The deconvoluting procedure

for multiple scattering is described in refs. [2,101] except that for better modeling we have

used a Lorentizan distribution, instead of a Gaussian distribution, for the energy resolution of

our spectrometer. The parameters for the deconvolution are given in Appendix A. The

stars in Fig. 8 are the deconvoluted (e,2e) scattering rate. A weak peak at ~ 8 eV and a more

intense peak at ~ 20 eV are clearly evident. The complete set of deconvoluted data is

shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for the high power and low power samples, respectively . In

Fig. 9(a), data for the high power sample is shown for the momentum vector perpendicular
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to the electron beams and with the magnitude of momentum ranging from -2.75}:* to

—.75Ä·‘ in steps of 1.0Ä·‘ and from —0.75Ä·‘ to 3.75Ä·' in steps of 0.sA—· . ln Fig. 9(b), data

for the low power sample is shown for the momentum vector perpendicular to the electron

beams and with the magnitude of momentum ranging from —-3.25Ä·‘ to —1.25Ä·‘ in steps of

1.0Ä" and from —1.25Ä·‘ to 3.25Ä** in steps of 0.5Ä·’ . The component of momentum

parallel to the incoming electron beam was nominally zero, but due to a misalignment of the

spectrometer, the parallel offset was —0.4A·‘ in both cases.

The solid lines in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) are generated by titting two Lorentzian peaks to

the data. The standard least square method is employed. lt is clear that two peaks are

resovled in our data when q 5 1.75/Y1. When q >1.75Ä“‘ our resolution can not resolve the

peaks. There are three free parameters, peak position, width and amplitude, for each

Lorentzian peak. Thus six free parameters are in our titting. In order to reduce the number

of free parameters, we choose the position of the two peaks from viewing the data and then

let the computer program searches for the other four parameters based on the least square

titting. For the bottom peaks, the resulting width fluctuated ~ 1 eV around 8 eV as a function

of momentum for q51.75A'°; for the top peaks the resulting width also fluctuated ~1 eV

around 6.6 eV as a function of momentum for q 51.75A". These results indicate that the

widths do not depend on momentum within our experimental resolution. Then the titting

procedure is run again using the average widths of 8 eV and 6.6 eV for the bottom and top

peaks, respectively, and letting the computer program search for peak positions and ampli-

tudes. We used two peaks with the above two widths to fit the single broader peak of our

A data for q>1.75A" based on the consideration that the width should not jump discontin-

uously. ln Table 4 and Table 5 are the resulting parameters for the high power sample data

and the low power sample data, respectively, These results will be discussed in the next

chapter.

ln order to get some feeling about the true peak width in the amorphous phase without

resolution broadening, we have done the following simulation. We convolute a 6 function

with the smearing function for amorphous carbon using the parameters in Appendix A. Then
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we deconvoluted the resulting function by the methods used for the a·C data exactly(the same

number of iterations and the same deconvoluting range). We would get zero width for the

simulation peak after deconvolution if both the deconvoluting range and the number of iter-

ations were inttnite. In practice, we use a ünite number of iterations and tinite energy range

so that the resulting width is only a little bit less than the resolution of the experiment. The

resulting width for the simulation peak is ~ 6 eV which is about 2 eV narrower than the width
”

of the bottom peaks and 0.6 eV narrower than the top peaks. The additional width in the

experimental data may arise from the broadening of the electron states in the amorphous

phase or may be due to noise of our data. It is too ambitious to make any conclusion at this

point because our resolution is 8.6 ev.
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The solid lines are least square tits of' gaussian peaks to the data. (a) Momentum per-

pendicular to the c-axis (parallel component = —0.6lÄ°°) . (b) Momentum parallel to the

c-axis (perpendicular component = -0.35Ä").
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momentum density of high power ion sputtered a-C as a function of energy (with respect to the

Fermi energy) with the component of momentum parallel to the incoming electron beam equal

to -0.4Ä" and with the component ofmcmcutum perpendicular to the incoming electron beam

equal to —0,2SA·‘. 'l'he triangles are the raw data. The stars are the data after correcting for

multiple scattering.
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peaks to the data. (a) High power sample (the component of momentum parallel to incoming
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incoming electron beam = —0.4A") .
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° Table 2. Flttlng parameter: tor graphlte(momentum parallel to the c-axls wlth perpendlcular

component = -0.35 Ä" )

-• Energy (ev) Amplitude Energy (ev) Amplitudeq(A ) first peak ürst peak second pea · second pea ·

-0.61 i 0.24 10.65 0.12 22.3 0.56

-0.34 6.06 0.11 20.9 0.47

-0.07 2.94 0.04 22.5 0.67

0.21 6.53 0.10 22.1 0.53

0.48 9.79 0.31 22.9 0.53

0.75 9.21 0.32 24.5 0.42

1.02 9.32 0.55 25.3 0.40

1.29 8.60 0.44 25.4 0.31

1.57 6.85 0.42 26.2 . 0.23

1.84
n

8.48 0.25 25.5
U

0.09
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Table 3. Flttlng parameter: tor graphIte(momentum perpendlcular to the c·axls wlth parallel

component = -0.61 Ä" )

q(A-1) Energy (ev) Amplitude Energy (ev) Amplitude
rst peak first peak second pea ~ second pea ·

-0.35 j; 0.37 7.10 0.08 20.1 0.57

-0.05 7.49 0.19 23.0 0.60

0.25 6.00 0.09 21.4 0.53

0.55 7.71 0.16 21.3 0.50

0.85 12.50 .26 19.3 0.37 .

1.15 4.64 0.12 17.2 0.48

1.45 12.1 0.55

1.75 9.20 0.62 ~ .

2.05 '7.18 0.40 '

2.35
A

8.·53 0.19
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Table 4. Flttlng parameters for hlgh power Ion sputtered a·C

-1 Energy (ev) Amplltude Energy (ev) Amplitudeq(A ) first peak ürst peak second pea · second pea

-2.75 ;t 0.37 3.41 0.0345 8.62 0.128

-1.75 5.50 0.120 13.81 0.198

-0.75 6.51 0.132 18.33 0.284

-0.25 5.92 0.123 19.61 0.319

0.25 6.45 0.106 18.59 0.312

0.75 6.55 0.113 18.20 0.307

1.25 7.01 0.151 16.28 0.222

1.75 5.99 0.136 14.58 0.186

2.25 4.59 0.065 10.63 0.171 ·

2.75 3.70 0.031 7.27
l

0.095

3.25 4.02 0.018 8.39 0.046

3.75 4.30 0.0098 8.74 0.029
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Table 5. Flttlng parameter: tor low power Ion sphttered a·C

-1 Energy (ev) Amplitude Energy (ev) Amplitudeq(A ) tirst peak ürst peak second pea
·

second pea ·

-3.25 i 0.37 4.50 0.024 9.40 0.64

-2.25 5.(X) 0.070 10.25 0.168

-1.25 6.02 0.138 15.80 0.268

-0.75 7.96 0.176 19.60 0.353 ’
· A

-0.25 7.90 0.166
E

21.15 - 0.392
vl

0.25 7.90 0.156 21.50 0.395

0.75 6.98 0.109 17.98 0.355

1.25 7.03 0.136 17.70 0.291

1.75 7.01 0.162 _ 14.34 0.185

2.25 5.99 0.089 11.1 „ 0.136
E

2.75 5.00 0.054 9.00 0.075

3.25 6.50 0.014 8.47 0.066 ·
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IV. Discussion and Conclusion

1. Discussion of graphite

Our data is compared with theory in Figs. 10 and 11 for momentum parallel and per-

. pendicular to the c-axis, respectively. There is one free parameter for matching experiment

and theorylwhich is an overall scale factor. This factor has been determined from the av-

erage spectral density near q= 0 (q 5 0.5A*‘of the 6, band). The same scale factor is ap-

plied to all the data, for momentum both parallel and perpendicular to the c·axis. In the

first case, Fig. 10, there is a constant component of momentum perpendicular to the

c-axis, q,,,=—0.35A, while the component of momentum parallel to the c-axis is variable.

The theoretical 1r·band (dashed line) and 6, band (solid line), almost dispersionless along the

c-axis, are drawn in the repeated zone representation. The dispersion is 5 1 eV and has

not been shown since it can not be observed with our energy resolution. The first Brillouin

zone boundary for momentum parallel to the c-axis is q,.„ =0.47A·‘ . We represent the

spectral momentum density as an arrow on the energy-momentum plane. The theore-

tical densities are light arrows on top of the band dispersion; the experimental results

from Table 2 are the heavy arrows. The agreement between theory and experiment is ex-
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cellent for the 1: band. The spectral density of the 6, band agrees very well with theory;

the apparent dispersion of the band to larger binding energy is probably due to incomplete

deconvolution of multiple scattering from the data. The spectral momentum densities

of the two less tightly bound sigma bands, dz and 6,, are zero for symmetry reasons.

The spectral densities as a function of momentum perpendicular to the c·axis are

shown in Fig. 11. ln this case there is a constant component of momentum parallel to the

c·axis q,,=—0.61A . Again the theoretical density is represented by the light arrows

placed on the energy dispersion curves, while the experimental results from Table 3 are re-

presented by heavy arrows. There is very good agreement between theory and ex-

periment for the 6, band. The spectral densities of 6, bands are predicted to be negligible in

the first Brillouin zone, then rise sharply at the zone boundary and peak in the second

Brillouin zone. For q 5 1Ä" we can not resolve the 1:, 6, and 6, bands because of our low

resolution. We tentatively identify the weak structure at q = 0.25.Ä·' (E = 6 eV), q = 0.55A·‘

(E = 7.7 eV) and q =1.15Ä*‘ (E = 4.6 eV) with the 7l band. The existence of 7I„’ band spectral

density is due to the small component of momentum parallel to the c-axis. The data

at q=0.85Ä·‘ can be fit almost equally well with two Gaussians centered at E = 12.5 eV

and E = 19.3 eV (as plotted on Fig. 11) or with one Gaussian at E = 15.4 eV. The first choice

preserves the continuity of the spectral density in the 6, band but raises the question of

whether the peak at E = 12.5 eV is associated with the 6, band. lf it is, then the spectral

density of the 6, band in the first Brillouin zone is much larger than predicted by theory.

But this possible discrepancy is tentative until the measurement can be repeated with better

resolution. ln Fig. 11 we have compared our data to the calculated spectral density for

momentum in the l"—»M direction. Within our resolution and statistics, the difference in

spectral density for different directions in the basal plane can not be resolved.
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2. Discussion of ion sputtered a-C

There are three primary aspects to be discussed in this section. First, we will discuss

the 'band structure", sum rules, and the discrepancy between our result and that of Savvide.

Secondly, we will compare the spectral momentum densities with those of an angular average

of graphite. Finally, we will propose a new hybridization model to explain the discrepancy

in the comparison.

A. Band structure and sum rules

The "band structure" of ion sputtered carbon can be obtained by projecting the peak

position and amplitude of our data onto the (E,q) plane. The results are shown in Fig. 12.
I

The arrows and the dashed arrows are spectral momentum densities from Table 4 and Table
u

5 for the high power and the low power sample, respectively. The scale factor for each set

of data has been determined from a model which will be discussed next. The band width is

about 16.5 eV, while the band width is 21 eV for diamond and 20 eV for graphite. There is a

band around 8 eV which is remarkably similarto the 1: band of graphite. Figs. 9 and 12 show

that there is no difference between the spectral momentum densities of the high power and

the low power samples within our resolution and statistics.

As discussed in chapter ll, the existence of a distinct graphitic phase interspersed in a

diamondlike medium and vice versa has been proposed[79,82,86,89,91] for ion sputtered a-C.

Recently, based on EELS and optical data, Fink et al.[70,71] and Savvides[22,23] estimated the

proportion of sp° bonding in a-C by using sum rules.

Sum rules have been discussed in detail by Wooten[98]. For solids, there are two sum

rules which are analogous to the sum rule §6„,, = Z for atoms. One is
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w s2(w)dw —
2 7l wp

0

which ls related to the rate of energy absorption by transverse fields (photons) and hence is

related to interbands transitions. The plasma frequence is w, = 41:N,Ze*/m where N, is the

density of atoms. Another is

1 -l 2
fo wlm dw) dw—21:wp l

which is related to plasma excitations by longitudinal fields (electrons). Sum rules are

frequently defined in terms of an effective number of electrons per atom, fl,11• contributing to

the optical properties over a finite energy range. Thus

E - 1 2 2
O

E' „•:2(E')dE' = 1l (41:Nae /m)h n,„(E) ·

and
·

VE·1m—-Tl-ds' =l1: (41:~ 62/my? 11 „(E)
0 2 3 6

One thing must be noted that these two sum rules give different values for n,„ for small E, but

the same values for large enough E ( larger than the plasma energy) because of the different

origin of the sum rules[99,100].

In applying the first sum rule, Savvides argued that the 7l —» anfi1: transitions are ex-

hausted at 9 eV from energy-band calculations and detailed optical spectra of graphite. Since

one electron per carbon atom is available for 1: bonding, the effective number, n,„, for

graphite increases with photon energy to a value of 1 at about 9 ev. At this energy, the
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6 -» anti 6 begins and leads to n,„ rising rapidly with energy and asymptotically to a value of

4. ln diamond, the 6 —• anti 6 transitions are zero before 7 eV from energy-band
·

caIculations(about 5 eV band gap) and therefore n,„=0 for energies up to 7 eV and it rises

sharply above 7 eV. Briefiy, since most 1: electrons in graphite make their contribution to n„„

below 9 eV, and no electrons in diamond make contribution to n,,, before 7 eV, therefore

Sawides and Fink et al. argued that it is possible to determine Cspz, the concentration of

threefold coordinated carbon atoms using their data(see Fig. 13). CW, is simply equal to the

ratio of n,„ for a-C films to n,,, for graphite at 7 eV. Subtracting CW; from unity yields CSP, , the

concentration of fourfold coordinated carbon atoms. In this way, Savvides and Fink et al.

conclude that there is almost no sp“ bonding in evaporated a-C, and there can be as high as

75 % spi bonding in ion sputtered a-C depending on the film making power.

ln their analyses, Sawides[22,23] and Fink et al.[70,71] assumed that a-C has a band
e

structure consisting of two parts. One is the pure band structure of graphite and the other one

is the pure band structure of diamond. From Chapter ll we know that the momentum density
A

of 7l electrons in graphite peaks around q=1.5A" , and the vertical 1:-anti1: splitting at

E=1.5A" ls less than 9 eV. There is negligible momentum density of 1f electron near

q = OA" where the 1:- anti 1: splitting is larger than 9 eV. Of course, there are no transitions

in diamond for energy less than 7 eV, because there is no state within this range of energy for

6 electrons making transitions (band gap is about 5 eV). Thus, based on the assumption that

the band structure of a-C is simply a linear combination of the graphite and diamond band

structure, Savvides and Fink et al. can separate 7I transitions from 6 transitions, and therefore

determine Cvz and Cspg.

Unfortunately, our results show that the "band structure" in a-C is different from that in

graphite or diamond (see Fig. 12). The momentum density of the 7l band is significantly dif-

ferent from that of graphite. The momentum density of 1: band is nearly constant from

q=0 to q:2.0Ä" , with a binding energy of about 8 eV. That is, the TI electrons near

q=0A" make signiticant contribution to 1I„' transitions, requiring energy up to about 16 eV.

And also because the band has been fiattened up to q=2.0A" , the ft transitions for
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q< 2.0A°‘ require about 15 eV energy, if we assume that the anti1: band also has been flat-

tened in the same way. Even if we assume the anti1: band ls the same as in graphite the 7l

transition still requires a larger energy than that in graphite because of the flattening of the

1l band. These two factors imply that the oscillator strength for the 7I — anti 7l transitions is

not exhausted by 8 or 9 eV as Savvides and Fink et al. assume, but saturates at energies

>12eV and cannot be separated from 6 transitions. Assuming that the oscillator strength

saturates at ~ 8eV will result in an estimate for CSP; in a-C which is too small and in turn to

predict sp! which is too large. These are qualitative arguments which should be checked

by calculation of the frequency dependent dielectric function 1;(w) for a-C.

From the above analyses, it ls clear that the estimate of sp! and sp! of Savvides and

Fink et al. in a-C is incorrect because of their assumption of a crystalline band structure for

a-C, due to the lack of experimental results on the band structure for a-C. Our (e,2e) meas-

urements provide just this information about the band structure of amorphous solids.

I An estimate of the number of electrons occupying each band can also be obtained by

integrating the spectral momentum density of a band over energy and momentum. lt is

useful to define a partial sum

<>¤ q 2 ¤ 2¤.,<¤> = L L 4«¤' p.<E. ¤'>¤E¤¤' = L 4··«1' p.,<¤'>¤¤' UV-1]

and

fl„(¢7) = L
ai
L°41«1'“p,.<E. <1'>dEd¤' = L°41=¤'!1»„<¤'>d¤' UV-2]

where n,(q) and n„(q) are the numbers of electrons occupying, respectlvely, the lower and the

upper band within a spherical volume of radius q in the momentum space. The results are

shown in Fig. 14. The pluses and the stars are the number of electrons in the bottom and

the upper bands for the high power sample, respectively. The squares and the triangles are
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the number of electrons in the bottom and the upper band for the low power sample, respec-

tively. The n,(q > 2.25A") for the high power sample seems larger than that ofthe low power

sample. This may be just an effect of our scaling procedure. As discussed in Chapter ll,

the spectral momentum densities of the graphite 6 bands and the lowest three diamond

bands are similar up to the third Brillouin zone( q=3.0A"). The spectral momentum density

of the fourth diamond band is significant only in the fourth Brillouin zone. The spectral mo-

mentum density falls off like 1/q! (normalization condition ) and with our statistics cannot be

measured for qz 4.0A“‘ . Therefore, if there were signiticant diamond bonding, we would

not observe the fourth band.

From Chapter ll we know that n,,(3.0)/n„(3.0):1/2 for graphite. That is, within

E = 3.0A" there is one 1I.' electron and two 6 electrons. We also know that there are two

6 electrons in diamond too, within this momentum range. That is, the ratio of n,,/n, only de-

pends on the amount of 7I electrons. Therefore, we can estimate the amount of sp! or sp!

bonding from equations IV.1 and lV.2, provided that the sp! mixing with sp! model is correct.

l_n this way, we get n,,(3.0)/n„(3.0)z0.87/2 for the high power sample and n„(3.0)/n„(3.0)=1.11/2

for the low power sample. That is, there is 87 % sp! or 13 % sp! bonding in the high power

sample and there is 111% sp! bonding in the low power sample. Of course, it is impossible

for any sample to possess more than 100 % sp! bonding. However, 11 % is within the

statistis and titting error bar in our data. Our result is detinitely different from Savvides’s

result which shows that there is 55 % sp! bonding. This is a further evidence that the argu-

ments of Sawides and Fink et al. for estimating sp! bonding in a·C are not correct.

B. Comparison with an angular average of graphite

The spectral densities of the bottom and the upper bands are shown in·Fig. 15 for mo-

mentum from 0. to 3.75A". The pluses and the stars are momentum densities of the bottom

and the upper band for the high power sample, respectively. The squares and the triangle
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are momentum densities of the bottom and the upper bands for the low power sample, re-

spectively. The wave function for the bottom band is S-like; that is, the momentum density

is maximum at q=0 and decreases monotonically as q increases. The wave function for the

upper band appears to be a mixture of S and P characteristics. The momentum density is

finite at q = 0, but appears to peak at q = 1.5A". This peak is not resolved from the error

bars, but the momentum density of the upper band is not consistent with a pure S or P wave

function.

Based on the strained layer model of Egrun[80,85] and on the suggestion of

Haydock[18], we compare our spectral momentum density with an angular average bands of

graphite. In Fig. 15, the upper solid curve is the spectral momentum density of 6 bands of

A graphite alter simple angular average. Namely,

· It averages over only l" - K, F — M, and F — A directions since weido not have information for

other directions. However, it is almost exact for q <1.5A" because the spectral momentum

density has a S-like character which does not depend closely on direction. The right side

( q>1.5A°‘ ) of the curve has been adjusted by the normalization condition based on the

consideration that the angular average of the 6 band for this part of curve is uncertain. The

lower solid curve is the spectral momentum density of the 7l band of graphite atter angular

an average. Namely,

F„(q) =é fp„(q. 9)dQ = fi;
.1*

p,,(q) c0s29 df! = % p,,(q) [IV.4]

Here, we neglect the dispersion along the different direction since it is within our energy re-

solution; and p„(q) is shown in Fig. 4(c).

As Fig. 15 shows, if we scale the data for the bottom band so that it equals the theore-

tical density at q=0, then the spectral momentum density of the bottom band agrees well with
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that of the 6 band for qs1.5A" . The spectral density is larger than that predicted by the
‘

theory for q>1.5A“‘. The spectral momentum density of the upper band does not agree

with that of the theoretical 1: band but the experimental results for evaporated a-C does [109].

One detinite difference is that the spectral momentum density ls much larger than that of

graphite for qg1.5A". There is no way to scale the data to make the experimental and

theoretlcal results for the 7l band agree. We propose the following model to explain this

discrepancy. ·

C. Hybridization model

The momentum density of the upper band appears to be an admixture of 6 band with

the 7l band of graphite. Namely,

1 + 6:

and

.6 1 .. .•
<I>:'(r) =—-7 [<I>„(r) + 6 <I>„(r)] [IV.6]

1 + a

Here, <I>';' and <D;" are the wave functions for the 6 bands and 7l bands after mixing, respec-

tively. Therefore,

m 1 62 26 -· " -15-5+}:) -· "
p =———·p +————p +——-j-<I> (r)<I>(1“)e dr dr' [IV.?]
° 1+62 ° 1+62

” 1+62 °
”

and
2
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pf?=;jp„+f;p„ f<¤..<F> <¤>..<?> 1*6 *;+2 d? d? um

Here, pg' and pg" are the spectral momentum densities for the bottom and the upper bands

after mixing, respectively.
I

As discussed in Chapter ll, the spectral momentum density is the square of the wave

function in momentum space. Therefore, no phase information can be obtained from our

measurements. In our 6 — 1: mixing model we will neglect the cross terms in the integrals in

the equations IV.7 and IV.8 or in the equations lV.5 and lV.6, since we do not know the phase

of the wavefuctions. This is not a bad approximation because local symmetries minimize this

' term(the orbitals lie in orthogonal planes)[64]. Taking an angular average for equations IV.7

and IV.8 with the above approximation, we have

a 1 -

62and

a 1 -

a2Here,pg and pg are the spectral momentum densities after the angular average for the mixing

bottom and upper bands of graphite, respectively.

There are two parameters, an overall scale factor and 6, for fitting the theoretical ex-

pressions to the data. The scale factor was determined from the 6 band at q =0. The scale

factor and 6 were adjusted for optimum fit of the total data set. The dash curves in Fig. 16

correspond to 6 =0.58 1 0.08 in equations lV.9 and lV.10. That is, there are 75 1 5% of p,

and 25 1 5% of p, in pg; and there are 25 1 5% of p, and 75 1 5% of p, in pg. The mixing

results agree very well with our data. Our 6 — 1l mixing model can explain our measurements

quite well. The physics behind this model is the following.
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In graphite, the basal plane is a symmetry plane. The 2p, orbital is odd under re-

tlection in this plane, while the 2s, 2p, , and 2py are even under reflection. Thus, 2p, does

not mix with 2s, 2p,, or 2py. In a-C, the Iong·range symmetry is broken, but the local sym-

metry is not known. ln one extreme, 2p,, 2p, and 2p, equally mix with 2s orbitals forming a

tetrahedral random network. ln the opposite limit, there may be large regions of graphitic

structure which bend and twist on a large length scale, say thousands of angstroms. The

question is, what happens between these two limits? Our model is that the bonding remains

sp!, but the twisting and bending is on a shorter length scale resulting in signilicant 6-1:

mixing.

Viewed from the energy aspect, our model also suggests why the energy splitting be-

tween the upper and‘the lower bands is the same in a-C as in graphite, ln graphite, three

valence electrons form hybridized sp! orbitals. At the l" ·point, the phase of the sp! orbitals

in the upper two 6 valence bands is such that the bands have P-symmetry[2,107]. At this

point, those two bands are degenerate and about 5 eV below the Fermi energy. Also at the
b

I" ·point, the phase of thensp! orbitals is such that the lower band has S-symmetry. The en-

'
ergy level is about 21 eV below the Fermi energy. The valence 7l band is derived from 2p,

l

atomic orbitals, with their nodal plane being the basal plane. At the F ·point, the energy level

is about 8 eV below the Fermi energy. ln the strained layer model of Egrun[80,85], the

bending of layers makes the energy level of the 1: band move closer to the Fermi energy, be-

cause the bonding energy of adjacent 1T orbitals decreases as a function of the angle between

the axes of the P, orbitals(bonding is maximum when the angle is zero [64]). Any perturba-

tion that couples two energy levels will pushthem apart, the splitting depends on the strength

of the perturbation. But it is also inversely proportional to the difference between the energy

levels. Thus, the mixing of the 1: band with the upper two 6 bands will compensate for the

decrease in bonding energy due to the misalignment of the P, orbitals. The mixing of the

lowest 6 band with the 1I.' band also tends to push the 7I band towards the Fermi energy, but

the effect of the lowest 6 band is much smaller than that of the upper two 6 bands because

the energy splitting is larger ( E„ — E,1 = 13eV, E,2'3 — E, = 3eV ). A full calculation is required
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· to determine whether these qualitative arguments correctly explain the remarkable similarity

between the band structure of graphite and a-C.

A detailed analysis of the measured band structure is also limited by our instrumental

resolution. As discussed previously, when q approches the Brillouin zone boundary, our

resolution can not resolve the peaks. Therefore, it is somewhat uncertain to rely on the data

for q>1.75A" in our data analysis. Fortunately, our 6-1: mixing model is mainly based

on small q data because the discrepancy between our data and graphite after the angular
l

average is in the small q region in which data can be resolved by our spectrometer.

3. Conclusion

. The spectral momentum density of graphite has been measured for momentum in the

basal plane and for momentum parallel to the c~axis of the crystal. The results were

compared to a first-principles calculation of the spectral density and excellent

agreement was found. This is a further conürmation of the power and accuracy ofthe density

functional theory. Viewed from another perspective, graphite has been investigated by

several experimental and theoretical techniques and the electronic structure of this

material is well understood, certainly at the level of ~ 1 eV accuracy. The agreement be-

tween our measurements and the theoretical calculation of the spectral density provides

evidence that the assumptions and approximations in the derivation of the (e,2e) cross

section are valid. The agreement further demonstrates that (e,2e) spectroscopy gives

sensible results when applied to a system which is well characterized. The technique

can be extended with confidence now to other materials, such as amorphous solids,

where the electronic structure is less well understood.

The spectral momentum density of two forms of ion sputtered a-C also has been

measured. One was made using low RF power (200 W), referred to as the low power sample
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and the other was made at high RF power (1000 W), referred to as the high power sample.

The results are the same for both samples within our resolution and statistics. We observed n

two well delined bands which were also observed for evaporated a-C[16]. We show from the

Integral of the spectral density of these bands that there is almost no sp° bonding in our

samples which is delinitely different from Savvides’s results. Saavides’s analysis would

suggest that we should see about 45 % sp° bonding in our samples. Our (e,2e) results are

very similar to the spectral densities ofgraphite except at small q around 8 eV. The spectral

momentum densities in this region of phase space are signilicantly larger than those of

·
graphite. We propose a new hybridization model of 6 — 1: mixing to explain this discrepancy

successfully.
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Fig. 10. The spectral densities of graphite as a function of momentum and energy. The

momentum is parallel to the c-axis (F -• A) with a constant component perpendicular to the c·axis

q =¤ —0.35Ä". The dashed and solid lines are the 1: and 6 bands, respectively. The light

arrows are the theoretical spectral densities and the heavy arrows are the measured spectral den-

sities tiom Table 2.
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Fig. ll. The spectral densities of graphite as a function of momentum and energy. The

momentum is pexpendicular to the c·a.xis (theoretical curves are for l' -• M direction) with a_ con-

stant component parallel to the c-axis q,, = —0.6lÄ“‘. The dashed and solid lines are the 7l and

6 bands, respectively. The light arrows are the thearetical spectral densities and the heavy ar-

rows are the measured spectral densities from Table 3.
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Fig. 12. The experimental spectral densities of ion sputtered a·C as a function of momentum

and energy. The momentum is perpendicular to the incoming electron beam with a constant

component parallel to the incoming electron bearn q= -0.4Ä“‘. The solid arrows are the

measured spectral densities from Table 4 for the high power sample and the dashed arrows are the

measured spectral densities from Table 5 for the low power sample.
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Fig. 14. The number of electrons occupying each band as a function of momentum for ion

sputtered a·C. The pluses and the stars are the number of electrons in the bottom and the upper

bands for the high power sample, respectively. The squares and the triangles are the number of

electrons in the bottom and the upper bands for the low power sample, respectively.
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Fig. 15. The experimental momentum densities of ion sputtered a-C as a function of mo-

mentum. The momentum is perpendicular to the incoming electron bearn with a constant com-

ponent parallel to the incoming electron beam q = —0.4A" The pluses and the stars are the

measured spectral densities of the bottom and the upper bands from Table 4 for the high power

sample, respectively; the squares and the triangles are the measured spectral densities of the bottom

and the upper bands from Table 5 for the low power sample, respectively. The upper solid curve

is the spectral density of the 6 bands ofgraphite after a simple angular average; the lower solid curve

is the spectral density of the 7l band of graphite after an angular average.
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Fig. 16. The hybridized momentum densities of ion sputtered a-C as a function ofmomentum.

The momentum is perpendicular to the incoming electron beam with a constant component par-

allel to the incoming electron beam q = —0.4Ä”‘. The pluses and the stars are the measured

spectral densities of the bottom and upper bands from Table 4 for the high power sample, respec-

tively; the squares and the triangles are the measured spectral densities of the bottom and the upper

bands from Table 5 for the low power sample, respectively. The upper solid curve is the spectral

density of the 6 bands of graphite after a simple angular average; the lower solid curve is the spectral

density of the 7l band of graphite after an angular average. The upper and lower dashed curves

are the spectral densities after 6 — 11 mixing with a = 0.58 in equations IV.S and IV.6, respectively.
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Appendix A T

ln a typical (6,26) experiment on thin films, the target thickness is comparable to the

mean free path for small angle scattering. Jones and Ritter[101] have shown that the

(6,26) coincidence rate, R, for a film of thickness A can be written as the convolution of a

· 'smearing function', S, with the differential inverse mean free path for (6,26) scattering,

dZ(,_,„/dEdQ,dQ, , which is the quantity of interest.

R(„ä°)=1 •A•s¤i2@AsA¤,A¤„z [A1]' ° dEdQ1§Lz

where "o" is the convolution operation, I„is the incident current (electrons/sec.), and

AE,AQ, andAQ, are the experimental resolutions. The differential cross section is re-

lated to the differential inverse mean free path by

= L ....Ä... [A2]
dEdQ1dQ.2 P dEdQ1dQ„Z ·

where p is the density of target electrons. The smearing function incorporates all

kinematically allowed combinations of small angle, elastic and inelastic scattering events

which can contribute to the multiple scattering background in the (6,26) coincidence data.

The smearing function can be written as
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00 .

$(¢· Ü.
· E· A) A) K16.k6,r¤,1r.ki,u(8· 6) [A3]

j¤,ke,le,/l,kl,II=0

where E ls the incident energy. C is defined in ref. [34], and K is a function of the probability

for small angle scattering with total energy loss 6 and total momentum transfer The in-

tegerje(ke,le) ls the number of elastic scattering events before the (e,2e) collision (after the

(e,2e) collision for the scattered, recoiling electron) and ji(ki,Ii) ls the number of inelastic

scattering events before the (e,2e) collision (after the (e,2e) collision for the scattered, re-

coiling electron). The function K integrated over 6 and 5 is normalized to unity. The sum

of all the coefficients C is also one. Thus, the term C„‘,,,_,,J,_,,,_,,(E, A) Kj,„_,,J„„_,,(6, 5)

in the function S is the probability that je+ke + S elastic scattering events and ji +ki +li .

inelastic scattering events will occur in a film of thickness A when the energy ofthe incident

beam is E, the total energy loss is 6, and the total momentum transfer is The function ~

K is

K)e,k¤,16,11,m,n = P}6,e1° P)i,m °
P,1:6,61 ° P’ki,ln ° P”i6,61 ° P”u,m [AA]

where

d4E
I

Pn,el = Aal [A5]

P,,_,, = resolution function of the incident beam

d4Z·
pn,/n = Ain GPn—1,in [A6]

Po,m = ö(Ö·) Ö(E) [A7]
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where ö(E) and are the differential inverse mean free paths for
elastic and inelastic scattering respectively. The factors ,1,, and 71,,, are the mean free

paths for elastic and inelastic scattering. The functions P' and P" , referring to the scattered

and recoiling electrons, are the same as the function P except that the energy of the

electrons are roughly half the energy of the incident electron and the coordinate system for

the momentum is different for the incident, scattered, and recoiling electrons. Thus, the

smearing function is determined by fourfunctions:and
P’„_,,

(in our spectrometer the resolution functions for the scattered and recoiling

electrons, P'„_,, and P",I,, are equal). There are several ways todeconvolutefrom

the measured coincidence rate. We have used the iterative technique suggested

by Van Cittert [35].

Zgfze) = ‘
ä

[A8]

‘ ¤iZ?2;, = >=£2;Lä+;,€—; — ¤iZ;1„)<·S· um

where Em,) = (dZ(,_,„/dEdQ,Q,) AEAQAQ,. We discuss next the differential inverse

mean free path for elastic scattering and then the differential inverse mean free path for

inelastic scattering. With these functions, we have calculated S up to second order multiple

scattering. We estimate how the cutoff at second order affects the accuracy of EM,).

Elastic scattering will occur only if the Bragg condition is satisüed. ln our scattering

geometry to observe target electron momentum E in the plane of the film we vary the angle

of the incident beam with respect to the normal of the film (See Fig. 2). For our graphite

sample the c-axis is normal to the plane of the film. There will be no Bragg scattering when

observing electrons with momentum inside the first Brillouin zone. The incident beam will

be elastically scattered when the component of the momentum perpendicular to the c-axis

first touches the Brillouin zone boundary (q,,;1.5A°‘). The Bragg reilection changes the

sign of the angle between the incident electron and the c-axis but does not affect the
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magnitude of q,,, which is observed. Since the band dispersion and spectral momentum

density are invariant under the transformation
q”—» —q”

the (e,2e) data is not affected by

Bragg scattering of the incident beam. The scattered and recoiling electrons leaving the

(e,2e) vertex also can be Bragg reflected before they exit from the sample. There will be

no scattering of these two electrons until the component of momentum parallel to the c-axis

ls q,,„ g 2.9A" . This is nearly six times the momentum of the first Brillouin zone boundary

in the direction of the c-axis and lies beyond our last data point at q=1.84Ä’° . Thus, for

momentum perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis of graphite our (e,2e) data was unaffected

by elastic Bragg scattering.

The smearing function to second order contains contributions only from small angle,

inelastic scattering of the incident, scattered and recoiling electrons. Since graphite

is anisotropic, the differential inverse mean free path for small angle scattering is a tensor

which depends on the initial and final direction of the scattered electron. The tensor is

diagonal in a coordinate system in which the momentum is measured relative to the c-axis.

_The differential inverse mean free path written ln terms of the dielectric function is [103] _

6‘2„„<»6> Q _l_ lm]; -66dßqdsao E ql 8l] qj
lJ

Q; Im{ — ö(Ö°ll7/V—wp/V) Q } [A10]
ao E q2 cos20 6Pa(6, q) +

q2 sin20 s„(s, q) ‘

instead ofé-lm? for an isotropic dielectric function. Where ha 1, a„ is the Bohr radius,

E is the incident energy, 6 is the angle between E and the c-axis, Ep. is the dielectric function

for E parallel to the c-axis, 6,,, is the dielectric function for Ei perpendicular to the c-axis,

w, is the plasmon energy, and Ü is the incident velocity. Nleasurements[104] of d‘2,„/d°qds

as function of show that it is proportional to 1/q* out to a critical momentum q_„z1.25A·‘
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, then it falls off more rapidly than 1/qz . We have made the approximation that 6,,, and ¤,,

are independent of q for q 5 q, and that d‘2,„/d°qd¤ is zero for q >q„ . For the energy de-

pendence of the parallel and perpendicular dielectric function we Ht the experimental data

of ref.[105] to the Drude-Sellmeier formula [106]. The perpendicular dielectric function was

fit with a plasmon energy of 21 eV and the two harmonic oscillators at 15 eV and 4 eV.

The damping constants (h lrelaxation time) were 3.0 eV, 7.0 eV, and 2.0 eV for the

plasmon and two harmonic oscillators, respectively. The oscillator strengths were 0.15,

0.80, and 0.15 respectively. The parallel dielectric function was fit with a plasmon energy

of 15.0 eV and three harmonic oscillators at 15.0 eV, 10.0 eV, and 4.0 eV. The respective

damping constants were 1.5 eV, 12.0 eV, 0.75 eV, and 2.0 eV. The respective oscillator

strengths were 0.35, 0.50, 0.20, and 0.05. These parameters gave an excellent fit for the

positions of the small angle, energy loss peaks. The experimental and fitted peak heights

differ by less than 3% for momentum parallel to the c-axis and 12% for momentum

perpendicular to the c-axis. '

For amorphous carbon, the energy loss function can be fitted by the Drude free electron
U

gas2

'”*%=7—(%%—? FA"]
((0 -60p) T + (D

The parameters were determined from high resolution EELS data of Wang and Ritter[74]. For

the high power sample hw,„=22.0 eV and h/·:=15.2 eV. For the low power sample

hw, = 23.25 eV and h/1- = 17.25 eV.

The last parameters which enter the smearing function are the target thickness and the

mean free path for inelastic scatterlng. These parameters always appear as a ratio in the

smearing function. This ratio can be determined from the multiple scatterlng peaks

associated with elastic scatterlng of electrons at 45°. In addition to the elastic peak, there

are peaks at lower energy corresponding to electrons which have created plasmons either

before or alter the ~ 45° elastic vertex. The ratios of the plasmon peaks to the elastic peak
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can be calculated in the same way as the smearing function. Assuming that the elastic

mean free path for graphite is iniinite, the ratio of the Erst plasmon loss peakto the elastic

peak is

’one—pIasmon = C10 1*dE dä- 1 d4I«m(Ep —E„ 0- Ü) F(E. Ü)
'eIastic—peak Coo In

d3qdE AEAqxAq.)/Aqz

co, .. u"*2·,„ (6,, - 6, o - Zi) i=(s, 5)
+ —— dEd .1 ——-—————— —

Cm q ”'
d3qdE AEAqxAqyAqz

*2-(E -50-*) 1=E'“
=

_A_ {dEd-1 d in P · ¤ (-q)
imIn_1_

[A12]im '" d3qdE ^E^¤»^¤y^¤z

¤(ß)=1 -1/ß+1/(ep *1) ' 7 · [A13]

h(ß)=1+1/ß - aß/(eß -1) [A14]

ßA

‘
kdt - - [¤¤¢]’ [v(A — 0]

A) Ü)k

1+1

Ii
1 1]

(„/5—1)aAj! /!(k—/)! U+i—')! („/E-1)«A
'=°

1¤o

k k _2*/2,,—~/?·=^ 0+0* (-1)/ (“ ^) _'
[A16]
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where a = 1/1,,,, t is the depth at which ~ 45° elastic scattering occurs. j and k denote the

numbers of inelastic scattering event before and after ~ 45° elastic vertex. d‘2,,,/d°qd6 and

d‘2',,,/d°qd¤ are the differential loss functions before and after the 45° elastic scattering

event respectively. The resolution function F(E, E) E f(E) f(q°) is deüned such that

f(E=Ü)=’(ö·=Ü)=1 [A17]

j‘f(E) dE = AE . [A18]

Ifiä) dä = Aqx Ad, Ad, [A19]

Fitting the one parameter, A/1,,, ,to our data we find A/1,„=0.5 for an electron of energy

25KeV. The inelastic mean free path is, 1 = 220A , from integrating d‘2,,,/d°qdE . This implies

thatt = 110 A which is consistent with our estimate of the thickness from the attenuation ·

of light. .
ä

In the deconvolution of our graphite data, only first and second order terms in the

smearing function were caIculated(see appendix b). The first order term is the (e,2e) vertex

with no other scattering. The second order term is an (e,2e) vertex with one small-angle,

inelastic vertex for either the incident, scattered, or recoiling electron. ln the deconvolution

procedure, the second order term required numerical integration of a four dimensional

integral. A third order term would require numerical evaluation of a six dimensional

integral. We have estimated the error in our deconvolution procedure from dropping

higher order terms in the smearing function by the following argument. Assume the

differential inverse mean free path for (e,2e) scattering is zero for binding energies less than

the Fermi energy and constant (say 2° ) for binding energies greater than the Fermi energy.

Then it is straightforward to show that the measured coincidence rate at binding energy,

E, , is 2** times the integral of the smearing function over energy and momentum with the
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upper limit on the energy Integral equal to E, . The first order term in the smearing

function peaks near E, =0 (the Fermi ener’QY); the second order term peaks near the

plasmon energy (~ 25 ev); the third order term peaks at twice the plasmon energy; and

higher order terms peak at even larger binding energies. Our data extends from E, =

-4.4 ev to E, = 27.6 ev so that only the first and second order terms in the smearing

function influence significantly the measured coincidence rate. We have estimated the error

due to cutting off the series at the second order by integrating the ürst, second and

third order term in the smearing function over the range of our data. The third order

contribution is ~ 6% of the first and second order contribution.
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Appendix B

As discussed in appendix A, there is no elastic scattering in graphite and it is good

enough to keep only the first and second order ineiastic scattering contribution in the

smearing function. Namely

-· I II O

I¤k•I=°

1
A) P)_,„ 0 P·„_,„ 0 P··,_,„ 0 KS? [B1]

IJ<„/-0

with

C) 1, ,(E, A)
F)]k [v(A

T
t)]'

·· 0 A j. k. I.

J k+I+I
_

0‘°*^0')"+’
A/+k+! (k+I+i)! (-1)’ 1 m_

(0: — 2y)A k! I! i!(j - i)! (k + I + i - m)! (2y — 0:)A
I=Ü mso

I . .
[B2]_

(0: — 2y) A (2},
_ (1)*+/+/ i! (j — i)! k! I!

i=O
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where a = 1/.1,,,(E) , y = „/2}1,„(E/2), t is the depth at which (e,2e) scattering occurs and j, k,

I denote the numbers of inelastic scattering events. _

2 2 2 2Kg;)EP0,eI°P'0,el°P”0,el= A A‘^··‘ ‘“·‘°· *"~*‘*=°~°A‘°="· [A31

We have used Gaussian distributions for the energy and momentum resolutions of our

spectrometer andlneglected the effect of small broadening on the large momentum along the

beam axis[2]. In this expression,

A 1 a
6,% +

a’,%

+2(8§+8'3+8”E)(6,%+6 ,%)(26,%+a,%+6 28) 1

8 =.....ä......... 83=_; '
2 (ai + A"?.) (zaf + 8,31+ a··§) 2 (aj + aß + aß)

A [A3 A3(A?1l

8 where a,(a'„ a",). a,,(a',,, a",) and 6,(a’,, a",) are the energy and momentum resolutions (FWHM)

for the incident beam (outgoing beams) respectively. The values are —

as = 1.6 B', = 2.0 Ä"8 = 2.7 (GV)

ax = 0.13 1
a’x

= 0.20 a"x = 0.20 (Ä;.)

ay = 0.13 a'y = 0.20
a”y

= 0.20 (Ä_1)

The experimental coincidence rate usually is measured only as a function of one com-

ponent of momentum. One approximation must be made in deconvolution [101]:

R(¤„ = 0. ay = 0. ¤,,A) -1,
(qx = Ü, qy = Ü, qzys) 2*.

X lo + Z§:'2°)(qx = Ü, qy = Ü, qzis)

qZ*
_

qZ1· 8 — 81) 0 (q1x = 0• q1y =

orwith °

<¤> =25..
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in the cartesian coordinates with Ä,} along two outgoing beam directions respectively and

with 2 perpendicular to the scattering plane ( see Fig. 17). Denoting

$1,k,i E C},k,1 P;,m
°

P'k,m
° P"1,1„ °

KS)

then we can calculate S o2[';;1; term by term as following:

<> KS?) ¤ 22:;;)

= ¢„„»<£?*<=— =„ 6 —6>

com
fw

ds1dq1xdq1ydq1z A 8*^0(¢' F1)! “ a1[(qx ' qu): + (qy ‘ €1y)2]

"°9

2
X 6 a2(qx qtxxqy q1y)"a3(qzqu)C

A oo _ _ z_ _ 2 __
d‘ld‘71z

°
A°" [B6]

[@1 " @2/4] —<><> ·

and

S100 C100

C100 P1,mu"2-

-= C100 lm

6L<6 — 6> · vzv — wpzvi

J. -
ao E cos 0 sPa(s — a1) + sin 0 apc(6 — s1)
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><-:7qiIq‘* q1|

Cwolm A °° °= + q- °°=——- :— im du]. def dqif dqg°¤E ta? -aä/4J"* -«» -·» «„—¤. Z -« Z

dqtx
X

2 2 1/2 1/2
SPQ (qz GPQ q1X/2

XC

Ä c oo Q: + Q, oo

[81 — 82 /4] —~oo -o·o Q1 — qc —oo

+¤ ·
Z

·Z
" dqZ1xX 2 2 V2 , 2

q
8Pe (qz ' qq1z) + 8Pa

"’P/
+ 8Pe (q 1x + wP/V)

X 6-Ao(¢1 ' S2): ' 8s(q1g "qu)2C

Ä s oo Q + Q oo:.%-2} TJEW lm) mj .177] ' ‘dq,,f dq„
°

[81 * 82/4] —•><> —¤¤ <Iz—¤« —¤<>

* 7l’
X

~/ =p¤(= — -1) [-=p, (qz — ¢11z)Z +-pa><

¢‘^·"· "=’Z"°=·‘°*= ‘ "=·°° ¤§Z;l)<=„. ¤.¤.¤„> um

A contour Integral was employed in last step and the approximation for the dielectric function

(see appendix A) was also used so that the integrand outside a circle of radius q, is zero.
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We have done the integration dq,, dq„ over a square area instead of a circular area because

there ls no residue in the region between the circle and the square contour. We have

—• —• .• .• ASmzß I(¤ -¤1)I2= I(<1 —<n)><CI2
1 1

1= E- ( —¤«x + my)2 + (az — mz)2 mx + wp/V)2 + (qz - ¤1z>2

.• .• -• ..• A
¤¤S°9 I(¤ -¤«>I“= I(¤ —<m•CI2

_ L +
_ 2_l +

2_ 2 V2“
2

(C/x"'q1x qy q1y) " 2
(q1x q1y) *'wP/

Where we have used (q°—q°,)•\7=w,„ and Ö is the unit vector along the c·axis of graphite.

Similarly we can get

$010 ¤ 22233 C100 P¤„„ «> Pu,,„ «> P'·„„„ ¤ K2? ¤ 22233

= C100 P'«„„ <> K2? <> 22233

C l' c oo q +q oo

[81 " 82/4] ·¤<> -•><> G3- qc —<>¤

00 “ dq1y
X

+ 2 2 2Spa Spa wp Spa " Spa wp Spa Spa _ 2‘°° 2 2%+ v' =p„+ spa 1 + V2 ap, + =pa + °*’* 2°= 22

2 2 _

><C010'/·'ln A 'V ·|°°° V*+“= °°
8oE [af —a§/4]1/2 -„ 1 -„ q,-q, Z -„
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— „/E 00
X

2 Zw? Spe Spa 1/2
«/$p0<$ — $1)+ $p0($ — $1) Spe (qz — ¤1z)V

(SP¤ + ·"Pa)

2 2
X e—-^0<¤1—$1) —¤0<¤0„-410) 21233182, 0_0_q2z) 0 [B8]

Note that

$001 ¤ $2233 <=0¤0¤0¤,> = $010 ·> $2233 <=.¤0¤„¤,> 1691

because our (e, 2e ) spectrometer has a symmetric coplanar scattering geometry.

ln the same way we can get $022;*;;} for parallel momentum transfer (sweeping q„ in-

stead of q,) except that the coordlnate has been rotated around the z axis by 45°(see Fig. 17).

Sooo ¤ $2233 <»0 ¤„0¤0$> = Cooo KS? <> $2233 0 X M

C A

..X 8 Ag(8 81) (81 +81/2) (G [B10]

$100 <> $2233 C100 P0,0„ ·> K2?) «> $2233

C Ä s oo 0+ QooOE

[33(81 - 82/2)] —oo -oo 0- qc —oo

- 7T
X

=0> t»=0»„ <¤ — G1z)2 + Spa wi/v’1"’

2 2X 6—A0<•,—¤,> —(a0+a,/2>(q„—«0,.01v -11,,,) 212331% q2x_0_0) [B11]
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$010 ¤ #233 <=. ¤„¤.¤> = com P'i,„„ ¤
i<i‘P

<> Ziilzlä

Cow Yin A j'°° ‘|'°+ °·= °° -
=l-

—·—···*————— lm ds ds dq dq
a¤E [a3(a1 * 82/2)]1/2 -00

1
*00

2
Ü- Q:

1y
*00

2x

- 7l
X«/

spa (¤ ‘ 81) [8pa (0 ·+ q1y)2]1/2

2 , 2

4

Agaln,

soo, n 2};],} (ii, q,,,o,0) = 60,,, n zig}; (iz, q„,0,0) _ [B13]

It is worth paying attention to the position of the residues in applying contour integrals.

For example, we need to assure that the contour path encloses one and only one of two res-

· idues in order to get equation B8. The residues are

q§,=+if—A=—lm{f}—Re{A}+i(Re{f}-lm{A}) [B14]

qQ=—if—A=+Im{f}—Re{A}—i(Re{f}+lm{A}) [B15]

where

2 ‘Pe 2 wg 4 8Pe ‘Pa 1/2
f(=)= ——·— (ci -¤ > +—— ———-———-—“P· + ‘P¤ ’

" v'2 up, + =p„>2

wP 8Pe
‘

°Paf = ——· ·——··1(S) VI GP, + spa

ln the limit wp/V' —> 0 ( q, — qu ¢ 0 then ) or the amorphous case ( ap, = 6,,, ), it is clear

that the contour path encloses one and only one residue because A = 0 and Re{ f} ak 0 due

to non zero of imaginary part of the dielectric functions. Since f and A are functions of
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dielectlrc functions which depend on the energy loss, there is possibility that the contour path
”

encloses both residues or none when (q,—q„) -» 0 . Both cases would make the contour

integral zero. lt is clear from equation B14 and B15 that we would not run into this trouble

as long as

[B16]

which assures the two residues not on same side of real axis ( also our integral path ). ln

the case of q, — q„ = 0, this is the same as

IR¢{ 2«/=p„ $Pa }I > |'m{ =p, — Spa}! [B17]

Using our titted dielectric functions equation B14 holdsg and also the modules of all residues

are less than qc=1.25/X". Therefore, we can always enclose one and only one residue in all

the contour path integrals we have employed.

As we can see the computation involves four dimensional integrals in both Amomentum

direction investigations. The subroutine VAGAS for multiple dimensional integrals is applied

[108]. VAGAS estimates the integrals (V" = integral volume)

I=f d"x f(Y) [B18]
VI'!

by computing the integrand at N random points {R]
}Q’

in V" and forming the weighted average:

iv
X.

1: s = -1- ig- [B19]
N P(xj)

i¤1
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The random points are chosen in V" with density P(>Y) ( 1 ). The approximate

uncertainty in S is

N
F F62 =W·1j· %I· [B20]
P(X1)

]=1

Theoretically, 6* is minimized when

- TO?)
_ P(x) =J—-—l— [B21]

I ¤"lr<>?>l
v"

That is when sample points {Z} are concentrated where the integrand is largest in magnitude.
V

VEGAS makes m estimates of the integral {5,}’;,. lfN is made suflicently large and if
n

f(>Y) is square integrable, the central limit theorem implies that the distribution of S,' about I

becomes Gaussian. Then 5- is a reliable estimate of I, i.e.

|I-SI SE (one standard derivation) with 68% conüdence

S 2E with 95% confidence and so on.

When fp?) is integrable, but not square integrable, 5 may still converge to I. However

the error estimates are completely unreliable, in general being too small.

One thing should be noted in using VEGAS, that VEGAS uses first iteration information

to Iocate peaks in f(>Y) and then distributes a large portion of the N points in the peak regions.

lf there are ridges in fp?) instead of peaks then VEGAS has divergence problem. However,

we can get away by using a tirst iteration (P(>Y) = constant ) and a larger N. This is just the

simplest form of the Monte Carlo integration method. VEGAS provides not only the integral
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result § but also the standard derivation E which enables users to monitor the accuracy and

divergency of the computation.
l
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Fig. 17. Kinematics for multiple scattering. (a) An (e,2e) event with no multiple scattering.
(b) An (e,2e) event with multiple scattexing. The inset is the coordinate system for analysis of
the smearing functior1[l0l|.
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